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Abstract:  This research aimed to describe the idiomatic constructions of lexeme of BAPAK in Bahasa 
Indonesia (BI). The language description method used in this study was adopted from the semantic 
analysis model suggested by Langlotz (2006). The sources of the data were the corpus websites that 
provided the BI data-set. Observation was used to collect the data and a distributional technique was 
used to analyze the data. The results of the analysis described that the idiomatic constructions of 
lexeme of BAPAK had two patterns of constructions and three types of proposition that were embed-
ded in them. Thus, it can be inferred that the idiomatic constructions of BAPAK can be described 
through their structural patterns and types of proposition. 
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 The use of language is influenced by the crea-
tivity of speakers in creating language meanings. One 
kind of meaning that tends to be popular among lan-
guage speakers is idiomatic meaning (Langlotz, 
2006). Idiomatic sense can be manifested through the 
constructions with a characteristic complexity of 
meaning rather than the lexical meaning of the entity 
its elements. The idiomatic constructions are types of 
the multiword conventional expressions. In other ref-
erence, that constructions are called multi-word ex-
pression (MWEs) (Kay, Berkeley, & Sag, 2014:1). 
Etymologically, the uniqueness of idiomatic con-
structions can be justified in the fact that the word id-
ioms means private, own, peculiar in Greek, the lan-
guage of the word (Wilkosz, 2015:114). Semanti-
cally, the main characteristic of such constructions is 
that it does not contain any literal or direct meaning 
(Tabossi, Fanari, & Wolf, 2009:529). Regarding 
the presence of such language phenomenon, 
Elman (2011) states,  “Convey in recent decades 
the study of the word covering the history of for-
mation, meaning, and use has always been a ma-
jor focus in linguistic research.” In addition to the 
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Elman’s statement, as a complement for the back-
ground of the phenomenon, Lakoff (1986) sug-
gested: 
As a matter of language, rather than 
thought, it was viewed as dispensible. If you 
have something to say, you could presume-
ably say it straightforwardly without meta-
phor; if you chose metaphor it was for some 
poetic or rhetorical purpose, perhaps for el-
egance or economy, but not for plain speech 
and ordinary thought (Lakoff, 1986:215). 
Therefore, idioms are regarded as the con-
structions phenomenon that marked by the complex-
ity of structures and meanings (Gogichev, 2016: 
343). Since the period of Bloomfield, it has been re-
vealed the idea of the idiosyncratic information real-
ized in various language construct-ions, such as the 
idiomatic constructions (Gillon, 2009:148). In other 
words, it can be stated that idiomatic constructions 
were made in the context of specific language use for 
particular meanings. 
Furthermore, in Bahasa Indonesia (BI), there 
are a variety of idomatic constructions that are 
formed using the elements of lexemes that are refer-
encing the family identity, such as (a) ibu pertiwi on 
the sentence of kulihat ibu pertiwi sedang bersusah 
hati, (b) anak emas on the sentence of Menperin tak 
ingin Esemka jadi anak emas pemerintah, and (c) 
bapak bangsa on the sentence of kini sang bapak 
bangsa itu telah pergi. The idiomatic constructions of 
lexeme of ANAK as presented on (a) has been de-
scribed by Nugraha (2016). The idiomatic construc-
tions of lexeme of IBU as presented on (b) has been 
analyzed by Nugraha (2018). In addition to these 
studies, two other researchers have described the idi-
omatic constructions phenomenon in BI. Khak’ 
(2011) has found BI-based idioms, by its structures, 
can be divided into three types, namely complex 
words, idiomatic expressions, and idiomatic phrases. 
In addition to Khak’s findings, Isodarus (2017) has 
found that the word HATI is one of the most produc-
tive words in the idiomatic constructions of BI. In 
particular, departing from some of the previous 
researches, the study was compiled to describe id-
iomatic constructions that use the word element 
in the realm of kinship structure or family iden-
tity, namely the lexeme of BAPAK. Consider the 
examples of bapak rakyat on (1) and bapak pari-
wisata Bali on (2) as follow. 
(1) Bapak Gubernur bahagia menjadi bapak 
rakyat daerah yang semakmur ini.  
[Mr. Governor is glad to be the bapak 
rakyat of this properous region] 
(2) Pandji Tisna juga diakui sebagai bapak 
pariwisata Bali pada tahun 2003. 
[Pandji Tisna is also recognized as the 
bapak pariwisata Bali in the year 2003] 
In this study, the constructions of idiomatic of 
BAPAK was examined to describe the type of cons-
tructions and propositions type based on the semantic 
theoretical model that introduced by Langlotz (2006). 
The theoretical framework is chosen because the idi-
omatic constructions as an automatic speech does not 
necessarily be analyzed morphologically and syn-
thetically (Nenonen, Niemi, & Laine, 2002:43). As 
a grand theory, semantics were positioned as analysis 
tools for research objects. Based on semantic point of 
view, the meaning of idiomatic constructions form-
ing elements tends not to be used to determine the 
overall meaning of constructions. The nature of the 
existence of the element of the constructions form is 
a clue to the overall meaning (Al-Khawaldeh, Jara-
dat, Al-momani, & Bani-Khair, 2016:119). There-
fore, the principle of semantic analysis required in 
this study is to identify the meaning of constructions, 
not the meaning of the elements of forming construc-
tions. In a relation to the analysis principle of seman-
tic phenomenon, Almohizea (2016) hypothesized 
one of the semantic behaviors of idiomatic construc-
tions is the irregularities or the nature of not general. 
Completing Almohizea’s reminder, Liu (2012:105) 
stated that, “Idiom variation is a ubiquitous lin-
guistic phenomenon which has raised a lot of re-
search questions”. In terminology of Ibáñez & 
Lozano-Palacio (2019), the varieties of idiomatic 
constructions called as  figurative uses of language. 
Liang & Pascual (2019) concluded that the exist-
ence of the type of constructions above is to ex-
press out-of-control natural phenomena. 
In this study, theoretically, this purpose of 
study is to present the complement examples of se-
mantic analysis of the idiomatic constructions phe-
nomenon in BI. Practically, the results of this re-
search increase the amount of descriptive research on 
the constructions of idiomatic in BI. In addition, find-
ings in this study can be utilized in subsequent lin-
guistic studies. Thus, it is understandable that re-
search on the idiomatic constructions of lexeme of 
BAPAK in BI is important to do. Richie (2016:428) 
believed that there is a question beyond the phe-
nomenon in all languages viz why can languages 
have idiomatic constructions? In sum, taking into 
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consideration, based on the theoretical back-
ground, methodological, and context of the lin-
guistic phenomena that have been addressed in 
the previous sections, through this study, the 
question was tried to be answered through analys-
is of a constructions phenomenon of the BAPAK in 
BI. 
METHOD 
This descriptive research was conducted in 
three phases: data collection, data analysis, and 
presentation of data analysis. The three phases were 
arranged with reference to method formulation of 
language research (Sudaryanto, 2015) and based on 
the semantic theoretical framework, especially Idio-
matic Creativity (Langlotz, 2006). First, the first 
stage was data collection. The research data was in a 
form of linguistic constructions contained the lexeme 
of BAPAK in BI. The data source was the written dis-
course of Bahasa Indonesia collected from the site of 
the provider of the BI corpus, namely (a) 
www.sealang.net, (b) www.corpora.uni-leipzig.de, 
and (c) Kamus Besar Bahasa Indonesia (KBBI) at 
kbbi.kemdikbud.go.id. The documents observation 
method (or simak on Indonesian linguistics context 
terminology) was used during data collection. The in-
strument used during data collection was a matrix or 
data collection table. The instrument was used to rec-
ord the idiomatic constructions and the lingual con-
texts. The lingual contexts ware clauses and sen-
tences of BI. 
Second, the second stage was data analysis. 
Data analysis was done in three steps. The first 
step was to reduce data based on the validity as-
pect. There are two categories of validity aspect, 
namely (a) filled idiomatic lexeme of BAPAK the on 
clauses and sentences and (b) does not have laxical 
meaning of orang tua laki-laki or ayah. The second 
step was identifying idiomatic constructions based on 
the elements of the constituent. The analysis was per-
formed to determine the categororial patterns of the 
idiomatic constructions that is examined. The third 
step was to identify the type of proposition used in the 
idiomatic constructions of BAPAK. These three steps 
were implemented using the method of distributional 
(or agih on Indonesian linguistics con-text terminol-
ogy) (Sudaryanto, 2015).     
Third, the third stage was the presentation of 
data analysis. The results of the data analysis in this 
study were presented by utilizing two models, name-
ly the descriptive exposure model and the pattern 
chart model. The descriptive exposure model was 
embodied in the selected sample description para-
graph serving of the data which was supplemented 
with relevant research justifications and relevant the-
ories on the idiomatic constructions. Meanwhile, the 
model chart of conventions was used to present illus-
trations of data patterns. The three phases of the re-
search were done sequentially to identify and to de-
scribe the constructions of the BAPAK in BI. 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
Based on the semantic analysis, this study 
describes the idiomatic constructions of lexeme 
of BAPAK in Bahasa Indonesia (BI) (a) were com-
posed of forming elements and (b) were consisted 
of several classifications based on the type of con-
structions proposition. As a semantic meaning, 
the idiomatic constructions of BAPAK in BI is a 
unity of inseparable form. In Langlotz (2006) 
statement, that kind of form called as the colorful lin-
guistics spectrum. That to illustrate how the meaning 
of idiomatic constructions is depending on the se-
mantic context of the lexeme joining with. In addition 
to Langlot’z spectrum of meaning, Liu (2012:105) 
argues, “Different from ordinary phrases, idioms 
tend to be frozen in form and meaning and do not 
allow change in structure and meaning”. How 
does the description of idiomatic constructions of 
BAPAK in BI are frozen or intact in shape but con-
tain meaning as in the spectrum proposition? The 
complete description of the results and the discus-
sions related to the forming elements and the 
propositions type are presented in the following 
sections. 
Findings 
The analysis produced at least two main se-
mantic characteristics on the constructions of idio-
matic BAPAK in BI. First, characteristic of the pattern. 
There were two patterns of forming elements in the 
semantic structure of idiomatic constructions. These 
two patterns are (a) [BAPAK + {N}] and (b) [BAPAK 
+ {N} + {N}]. The code of {N} indicates the noun 
class or categorization of noun that embedded on the 
idiomatic constructions of BAPAK in BI. As a forming 
patterns, both patterns found in the data analyzed. For 
examples, as a kind of the realization that extracted 
from data, the pattern of (a) presented on example of 
(3) and the pattern of (b) presented on example of (4).  
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(3) Ia tetap dianggap sebagai bapak pence-
tus teori atom modern.  
[He is still regarded as the bapak 
pencetus of modern atomic theory] 
(4) Hippocrates, dia adalah bapak ilmu 
kedokteran. 
[Hippocrates, he is the bapak ilmu 
kedokteran] 
Based on presentation of (3), it can be traced 
that the idiomatic construction of bapak pencetus was 
constructed from the combinations of lexeme BAPAK 
and the word of noun class viz pencetus. The con-
struction of bapak pencetus itself is based on the pat-
tern of [BAPAK + {N}]. The pattern is not inter-
changeable in its position, such as *pencetus bapak; 
there is no meanings in this form. In addition to the 
first pattern, the more complex pattern also found on 
the idiomatic constructions of BAPAK in BI. As pre-
sented on (4), the construction of bapak mana-
jemen ilmiah was constructed from the combina-
tion of lexeme of BAPAK and the form of noun 
phrase viz manajemen ilmiah. On these context, 
the pattern is not interchangeable in its position. 
If one used the constructions of *manajemen 
ilmiah bapak or *manajemen bapak ilmiah, it can be 
concluded that the meaning of idiomatic construc-
tions disappeared. The order of the pattern also can-
not be substituted with other constituents. In other 
words, idiomatic constructions sequence patterns are 
distinctive and unenlightened or cannot be substi-
tuted. 




Sample of Data 
1. Bapak rakyat Bapak Gubernur bahagia men-
jadi bapak rakyat daerah yang 
semakmur ini. 
2. Bapak bangsa 
Arab 
Mereka juga menganggapnya 
sebagai bapak bangsa Arab 
melalui anaknya Ismail. 
3. Bapak rohani Bahkan bapak rohani saya 
meyakinkan akan adanya.... 
Second, characteristic of the proposition types. 
Based on proposition types there are three types of 
idiomatic constructions of BAPAK in BI. The type’s 
proposition refers to the classifying meaning of con-
structions. As presented on table 1, the type I repre-
sents the meaning cluster of ‘orang yang dipandang 
sebagai orang tua atau orang yang dihormati se-
bagai pelindung’. Some forms of constructions that 
belong to type I are bapak rakyat, bapak bangsa 
Arab, and bapak rohani. For clear example of sen-
tences, check the examples of these constructions in 
table 1. 
Table. 2 The 2nd Proposition Type of Lexeme of BAPAK 
No. Constructions Sample of Data 
1. Bapak Ekonomi Adam Smith yang kita ke-
nal sebagai bapak ekonomi 
2. Bapak Pendidi-
kan Modern 
Apa yang dapat kita pelajari 
dari pria yang disebut 




Ia disebut sebagai bapak 
kemerdekaan Meksiko. 
4. Bapak Komik In-
donesia 
Sebagai Bapak Komik In-
donesia, memulai ka-
rirnya.... 
5. Bapak Bilangan Dikenal sebagai bapak 
bilangan, dia memberikan 
sumbangan. 
6. Bapak Disk 
Jockey Indonesia 
Laki-laki yang ditahbiskan 
sebagai bapak komik itu 
berpulang. 
7. Bapak ilmu 
kedokteran 
Hippocrates, dia adalah 
bapak ilmu kedokteran. 
As presented on table 2, the type II represents 
the meaning of ‘orang yang menjadi pemimpin/ per-
intis jalan’. Some forms of construction that belong 
to type I are bapak ekonomi, bapak ilmu kedokteran, 
and bapak kemerdekaan. Another example data is 
presented in table 2. In addition to the type I and type 
II, there is the type III of idiomatic constructions. As 
the last proposition group, the third type represents a 
cluster of meanings of ‘pejabat atau dalam status 
suatu struktur’. Some examples of constructions 
compiled on the cluster are bapak presiden RI, bapak 
pendeta, and bapak angkat. The other data realization 
is provided on table 3.   




Sample of Data 
1. Bapak Presi-
den RI 
Ada dukungan dari bapak pres-
iden RI 
2. Bapak angkat Bukan hanya itu, pihak perus-
ahaan perkebunan sebagai 
bapak angkat juga diundang. 
3. Bapak pendeta Bola itu pun mendekat pada 
bapak pendeta 
4. Bapak tiri Dialah bapak tiri anak itu. 
5. Bapak kan-
dung 
Bersama bapak kandungnya, 
Arya memulai kehidupan baru. 
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Both of that two parts of result were the se-
mantic characteristic of idiomatic constructions of 
lexeme of BAPAK in BI. By considering the main the-
ory of research and justifcation from several previous 
studies, the results of the study were discussed in the 
next subchapter of article. 
Discussion 
The idiomatic constructions of lexeme 
BAPAK in BI as a semantic unity described based 
on (a) the pattern of forming elements and (b) the 
projection of proposition types. Based on the 
analysis model of idiomatic creativity that com-
posed by the basis of structurally fixed and se-
mantically opaque (Langlotz, 2006:2), this study 
found at least two forming patterns and three types of 
propositions in the idiomatic constructions of lexeme 
of BAPAK in BI. In connection with the results of the 
analysis, Järvikivi, Pyykkönen-Klauck, & Laine 
(2014:142) states, “Idiomatic constructions repre-
sents the relationship between the word as a lexi-
cal entity and as a synthetical-semantical entity.” 
Therefore, the discussion of idiomatic construc-
tions need to be done by placing it on the context 
of the form structure and meaning structure. In 
addition to Järvikivi, Pyykkönen-Klauck, & 
Laine’s statement, Peng, Feldman, & Vylomova 
(2018) argued that proper context identification is the 
best way to analyze idiomatic constructions. Tech-
ically, purposing a analysis, the two common identi-
fiers of the idiomatic constructions are decomposa-
bility and how figurative phrases are processed 
(Findlay & Carrol, 2018). Thus, the discussion on 
the study of idioms is first done to outline the for-
mation patterns and types of proposition. Further, 
the following is a discussion of idiomatic con-
structions of lexeme BAPAK in BI.      
Patterns of the Idiomatic Constructions of BAPAK  
Essentially, the linguistic analysis unit in 
word form always contains three levels of struc-
tures consisting of a semantic structure, the syn-
tax feature, and the phonological aspect.  
Jackendoff & Audring (2016:469) hypothesized, 
“In practically every linguistic theory, a word 
contains pieces of structure on three levels: its se-
mantic structure, its syntactic features, and its 
phonology”.  As an element of forming semantic 
structure, the word can be present in idiomatic as 
in the constructions of the lexeme of BAPAK in BI. 
To identify the presence of words as a forming el-
ement, in order to describe the idiomatic con-
structions, Laurent, et. al. (2006)  suggested two 
model of techniques, namely compositional and 
non-compositional. The model compositional 
also kwon as relevant property based categoriza-
tion (Gogichev, 2016:353). Although idiomatic 
constructions-forming elements can be compos-
ed, the analysis principle of “idioms are the ex-
pressions the elements of which cannot be chang-
ed or replaced by other elements” (Yusifova, 
2013:133) applied to the analysis phase of the pat-
tern of idiomatic constructions forming of BAPAK. 
Therefore, the analysis of the forming element in 
the constructions of the BAPAK is only used to 
identify the category of the lexical units, not the 
meaning of the element/word itself. The lexical 
category of the forming element is used to deter-
mine the patterns of idiomatic constructions. Potts 
& Semino (2019:81) argues, “Crucially, even 
though many metaphors (and idioms) become 
conventionalized, metaphor (and idioms) choices 
are seldom neutral.”  In addition to Potts & Sem-
ino’s argument, in the perspective of Cacciari 
(2014), the element of the idiomatic constructions 
is in a semantic structure called the semantics 
schema as stated in the statement below. 
“Natural language has plenty of expressions 
formed by more than a single word. These 
word clusters, often termed multiword ex-
pressions (henceforth MWEs), are over-
learned, literal and non-literal sequences of 
words whose representations are stored in 
semantic memory.” (Cacciari, 2014:266) 
Further more, the two patterns of forming 
element on idiomatic constructions of BAPAK in 
BI explained as follow. First, the pattern of 
[BAPAK + {N}]. The pattern can be classified as a 
pattern commonly encountered. Underlying as-
sumptions that speakers of a language are not nec-
essarily aware of (Lambek, 2009:150). Any {N} 
symbol refers to the noun category in BI. In par-
ticular, the first pattern formed an intact and inde-
pendent idiomatic constructions. Regarding the 
first pattern, Turvey & Moreno (2006:9) called 
the pattern “as a self-organizing, self-regulating 
system”. As a complement to the explanation, 
consider to the construction of bapak rohani in 
the presentation of (5). 
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(5) Bahkan bapak rohani saya meyakinkan 
akan adanya... 
[Even bapak rohani of mine assured 
that...] 
(5a) *Bahkan paman rohani saya meyakinkan 
akan adanya.... 
(5c) *Bahkan bapak dengan rohani saya 
meyakinkan akan adanya.... 
Presentation of (5) has an idiomatic construc-
tion of bapak rohani that defined the meaning as a 
‘sosok pelindung dalam aspek kerohanian atau relig-
iositas.’ The constructions consist of the distribution 
of lexeme of BAPAK and a noun class of rohani. In 
particular, constructions (5a) and (5b) cannot be un-
derstood as an idiomatic expression. Changing the 
constructions implicate the chaos of the system of id-
iomatic meaning of the constructions. Related to this 
pattern, Szczepaniak & Lew (2011:324) argues, 
“In the light of the Idiomaticity Theory, all idi-
oms, whether opaque, transparent, or partially 
transparent, are considered figurative by defini-
tion.” In addition to Szczepaniak & Lew’s argu-
ment, Karlsson (2014) states: 
“In principle, the words complex, complex-
ity, and complexify refer to systems whose 
elements are in a hierarchical and highly or-
ganized state.” (Karlsson, 2014:145) 
Based on two arguments already mentioned, it 
can be stated that the presence of the first pattern 
as a complex word form is a figurative manifesta-
tion of meaning. 
Second, the pattern of [BAPAK + {N} + {N}]. 
If the previous pattern was found that the lexeme of 
BAPAK could be accompanied by an element of {N} 
in the constructions, the presentation (4) indicates 
there is a more complex variation. The lexeme of 
BAPAK can co distribute the serial-{N}. According to 
Szczepaniak & Lew (2011:323), the pattern closed 
to lend themselves perfectly to a graphical pre-
sentation. To understand the second pattern, con-
sider again the idiomatic construction of bapak 
ilmu kedokteran on presentation (4). Based on the 
context of the sentence of (4), the construction 
bapak ilmu kedokteran constructed by the pattern 
of [BAPAK + {N} + {N}]. As the pattern is more 
complex than the first pattern, the second pattern 
has a variation of [BAPAK + {N} + {Adj.}] as pre-
sented by the construction of bapak manajemen 
ilmiah on illustration of (6). 
(6) Frederick Taylor disebut bapak mana-
jemen ilmiah. 
[Frederick Taylor called the bapak 
manajemen ilmiah.] 
(6a) *Frederick Taylor disebut ibu manajemen 
ilmiah. 
(6b) *Frederick Taylor disebut bapak dengan 
manajemen ilmiah. 
Presentation of (6a) and (6b) are the trial 
version of sentence (6). Both examples at (6a) and 
(6b) are not understood to mean. Combination of 
information built in (6a) and (6b) are not arranged 
in a semantic structure of bapak manajemen 
ilmiah. It should be stated that “idioms are distinct 
from literal language. Idioms do not form a syn-
tactically or semantically homogeneous class” 
(Hyun, Conner, & Obler, 2014:294). In addition 
to the Hyun, Corner, & Obler’s statement, Bou-
lenger, Hauk, & Pulvermuller (2009:1905) ar-
gues, “The meaning of abstract sentences is com-
puted from the meaning of words included in 
these sentences and from combustible infor-
mation”. Regarding the two argument, techni-
cally, in perception of Kay, et. al (2014), the pat-
tern of [BAPAK + {N} + {Adj.}] as a variation of 
second pattern classified as semi-fixed expres-
sions. In their explanation, Kay, et. al states as fol-
low:  
“(a) fixed expressions: expressions which 
appear to contain more than one word but 
which display idiosyncratic syntactic com-
bination, (b) semi-fixed expressions: idioms 
which obey normal syntactic constraints but 
which are nonetheless quite frozen as well 
as semantically non-compositional, & (c) 
syntactically flexible expressions.” (Kay et 
al., 2014:4–5). 
The presence of these patterns is a part that 
will be a material of understanding for speakers 
and partners in a communication event. Cacciari 
& Levorato (1998:159) concludes, “In the extent 
to which the meanings of the words forming an 
idiom contribute to its overall figurative interpre-
tation.” Thus, two patterns of idiomatic construc-
tions-formation are the plot of meanings. As an 
entity of meaning, the pattern provides the way 
for meaning formations. 
Types of Proposition as a Semantic Structure 
In addition to the first feature of idiomatic con-
structions of lexeme BAPAK in BI, the second feature 
is about the type of proposisition embedded on the 
form of constructions. In the context of this research, 
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the proposition can be limited as “tight correlations 
between fundamental dimensions of human experi-
ence” (Yu & Huang, 2019:111). Proposition is an 
entity of meaning that can be labeled with the word 
as a representative of the humanities experience. The 
term proposition is used to refer to a cluster of mean-
ings represented by an idiomatic constructions of lex-
eme of BAPAK in bI. The term also limits the Langlotz 
analogy (2006) to refer to idiomatic constructions as 
a spectrum of language meanings. Other theorist, for 
example, in the view of Hanks (2004), stated that id-
iomatic constructions have varying degrees of meta-
phorical, as expressed in the following fragments: 
“It is often said that an idiom, strictly de-
fined, is semantically distinct from the sum 
of its parts, that is its meaning cannot be de-
rived from analysis of the literal meanings 
of the words of which it is composed. This 
is a useful generalization as fas as it goes, 
but it is of course an oversimplification. 
There are degrees of metaphoricity.” 
(Hanks, 2004:256). 
In the meantime, Caillies & Butcher 
(2007:79) claimed idiomatic constructions as a 
frozen semantic structure. In the context of the 
freeze structure of semantic, there appears to be 
degrees or a spectrum of meaning that is then lim-
ited by the term proposition. In this study, idio-
matic constructions of the BAPAK in BI is posi-
tioned in a spectrum of meanings that have de-
grees of metaphorical. Classifying proposition is 
based on the sense or degree of such metaphori-
cal. 
Furthermore, the explanation of the three 
types of proposition of lexeme of BAPAK in bI 
presented as follow. First, the first type proposition 
is ‘orang yang dipandang sebagai orang tua atau 
orang yang dihormati sebagai pelindung’. Some 
construction examples are presented by the table 1. 
The construction of ‘bapak bangsa Arab’, for exam-
ple, can be understood by explaining the following 
example (7). 
(7) Mereka juga menganggapnya sebagai 
bapak bangsa Arab melalui anaknya Is-
mail. 
[They also regarded his as the bapak 
bangsa Arab through his son Ismail.] 
(7a) *Mereka juga menganggapnya sebagai 
anak bangsa Arab.... 
(7b) *Mereka juga menganggapnya sebagai 
bapak dari bangsa Arab.... 
The presentation (7a) and (7b) are form of 
constructions that is not idiomatic. Both are built 
upon literal understanding. Meanwhile, the pre-
sentation of (7) with the construction can only be 
understood by looking at the context of the sen-
tence. Regarding the first type of proposition, 
Skoufaki (2008:22) argues, “It is common 
knowledge that idiom forms are arbitrarily linked 
to their meanings.” In addition ot Skoufaki’s ar-
gument, Li & Sporleder (2009:315) claim, 
“Whether a particular occurrence of a potentially 
ambiguous expression has literal or nonliteral 
meaning has to be inferred from the context (to-
ken-based idiom classification)”. In sum, it can be 
concluded that the context of sentences is a key in 
understanding idiomatic constructions which are 
meant to be arranged arbitrarily. 
Second, the first type proposition is ‘orang 
yang menjadi pemimpin/ perintis jalan’. The second 
type of proposition tends to be commonly used by BI 
speakers. During the data collection, I found ex-am-
ples of second-type proposition more number than 
the other two types of propositions. However, it 
should be noted that ”words do not have meaning, 
they are cues to meaning” (Ellis, 2008:381). The 
different forms of construction may represent the 
same type of proposition. Consider to the description 
(8) below. 
(8) Hippocrates, dia adalah bapak ilmu 
kedokteran. 
[Hippocrates, he is the bapak ilmu 
kedokteran.] 
(8a) *Hippocrates, dia adalah anak ilmu 
kedokteran 
(8b) *Hippocrates, dia adalah bapak pemilik 
ilmu kedokteran 
Presentation of (8a) and (8b) does not contain 
the same meaning with the sentence of (8). These 
sentences do not have a same proposition. Alteration 
of the semantic structure (8a) and (8b) eliminates the 
type of proposition from construction. In connection 
with the second type of proposition, Cermak (2001: 
6) argues, “As far as form, or rather formal aspects, 
of the idioms are concerned... At least five of these 
should be raised, including the Idiom's identification, 
stability (fixedness), variability, multi-word character 
and derivations.” In other words, the proposition in 
idiomatic construction is always being addressed by 
certain structural devices, such as the type of forming 
pattern. The type of forming pattern has been dis-
cussed in the previous article. 
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Third, the first type proposition is ‘pejabat 
atau dalam status suatu struktur’. The third type of 
proposition found is that of the BAPAK's idiomatic 
constructions that are used to represent the meaning 
of officials or in the status of a structure. Spalding & 
Gagn (2007:25) reminds such a proposition can hap-
pen only because of the distribution of a few words 
to create a whole meaning. Consider to (9) with the 
following items. 
(9) Ada dukungan dari bapak presiden 
RI. 
[There is support from the bapak 
presiden RI] 
(9a) *Ada dukungan dari ibu presiden RI. 
(9b) *Ada dukungan dari kepada bapak 
dari. presiden RI 
Considering the presentation of (9), it can be 
noted that the sentences (9a) and (9b) are of different 
proposition types. The structure of semantic (9a) and 
(9b) is not the same as on (9). The change of the form-
ing element of idiomatic constructions implicate the 
immutability of the proposition or meaning. Simi-
larly, it is quite obvious that the proposition created 
by the constructions of the idiomatic of the BAPAK in 
BI is intact and does not replace each other. Of the 
three types of proposition that have been discussed, 
there is a general scheme as the foundation of the 
third projection of the proposition. The three classifi-
cations of idiomatic constructions proposition of the 
BAPAK in BI is built on a general, namely the PER-
SONA proposition. In other words, the formation of 
idiomatic constructions could be due to the motiva-
tion of semantic to personalize the structure of bio-
logical and social identity. Without such background, 
“The goal of manually creating a complete lexicon of 
idioms and idiomatics usage patterns in any language 
is unattainable” (Widdows & Dorow, 2005:47). In 
fact, as presented by Carston Carston (2018:198), 
“They experience imagery when they process meta-
phors and other figurative language.” As a frozen 
structure, the idiomatic constructions of the BAPAK in 
BI has a spectrum of meanings that can be described 
through its semantic features. Thus, it can be stated 
that idiomatic structures of BI contain a spectrum of 
meanings that can be identified and described 
through their lexemes.  
CONCLUSION 
 The conclusion part of the study consisted 
of summary and suggestions. First, the summary 
of the study. Based on the semantics model of id-
iomatic creativity (Langlotz, 2006), the pheno-
menon of idiomatic constructions of BAPAK in bI can 
be described through two aspects of semantic fea-
tures. The two characteristics are (a) pattern of 
forming elements and (b) projection type propo-
sition. In general, the idiomatic constructions of lex-
eme of BAPAK in BI tends to distribute together with 
the lexical element of noun or {N} to create a unity 
of meaning through two patterns as presented on ear-
lier part of this article. In addition to the pattern of se-
mantic structure, there is an other feature related to 
the projection types of proposition. Meanwhile, the 
the type of constructions proposition is consisting 
three types as its subclassifications., namely (a) 
meaning of ‘orang yang dipandang sebagai orang 
tua atau orang yang dihormati sebagai pelindung’, 
(b) meaning of ‘orang yang menjadi pemimpin/ per-
intis jalan’, and (c) meaning of ‘pejabat atau orang 
dalam suatu sistem/struktur’. These three subclassi-
fication is a specific level derived from the general 
meanings. In other words, the core of the proposi-
tion embedded on idiomatic constructions of lex-
eme of BAPAK is the meaning of PERSONA. Sec-
ond, the suggestion of this study. For further 
studies, the idiomatic constructions as a linguistic 
phenomenon can be studied by using a pragmatic 
theoretical method to describe the variation of its 
usage in speaker community of BI. Another alter-
native study is to analyze various forms of idio-
matic constructions in BI that are domain-based 
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